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J. D a i't h elk a: August 2002 Flood in the Qzech Republic: Meteorological Causes and 
Hydrological Response. - Geografie - Sbornik CGS, 109, 2, pp. 84-92 (2004). - The paper 
describes synoptic situations that resulted in heavy precipitation over the SW Bohemia in 
August 2002. Spatial and temporal distribution of precipitation and its effect on the flood 
development is explained. Flood peak flows return period reached very high values in the 
Vltava River catchment and couldn't be largely affected by reservoirs within the catchment. 
Nevertheless the role of Vltava River Dam Cascade is mentioned as well as the flood 
forecasting during the flood. We show also some similarities and differences between 2002 
and some historical flood. 
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Introduction 

Flood in the Czech Republic in August 2002 was extreme event from many 
points of view. First of all it was the hydrological and meteorological extreme, 
but flood affected also daily life of many people in Bohemia and central Europe. 

If we lived in medieval times the chronicle writers would probably started 
their describing of that flood with sentence: "There was no such flood since the 
times of Noah". This sentence is the evidence oflost of the historical memory. 
Because of rare occurrence of great floods people usually couldn't keep it in 
memory for period longer than is the life of one generation. Unfortunately the 
longer period between floods leads to change in human behavior in the 
floodplain and on the riverbanks. It's closely connected to increasing 
vulnerability of human society and activities to catastrophic floods such as 
the one in 2002. 

The previous catastrophic flood in the Czech Republic occurred in the Odra 
River and Morava River catchments in July 1997. The experience in flood 
forecasting and management from that event was extremely valuable and 
saved many human lives and property during 2002 flood. 

The evaluation of the flood causes, development and consequences is 
crucial for possible next improvement in hydrometeorological service as well 
as in the other phases of the flood management. 

Meteorological causes of August 2002 flood 

Flood was caused by two periods of heavy precipitation following in very 
short interval of time. 
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The first precipitation period occurred in south Bohemia from 6th to 8th of 
August. A casual pressure low absorbed wet air mass from the Mediterranean 
and moved very slowly from the northern Italy in northeast direction in those 
days. Because of windward effect and orographic increase of precipitation there 
were observed daily rainfall amounts 80-150 mm in two consecutive days in 
Novohradske hory Mts. That represents highest daily precipitation ever 
observed in that area. The spatial extend of the maximum precipitation field 
was relatively limited to the highest parts of the Novohradske hory Mts. and 
could not caused major flood in the larger scale. The most important thing for 
the next development of the flood was the saturation of nearly the whole Vltava 
River catchment where fell mostly from 40 to 100 mm during that period. 

More than 280 mm of water fell in Pohorska Yes and Stare Hute during 
approximately 60 hours from 6th to 8th of August. That was 1.5-2 times higher 
than the value of two days precipitation with 100-year return period in that 
area and led to extreme flood in MaHle River catchment. Similar rainfall 
amounts observed in Austrian part of the mountains caused extreme flood on 
smaller stream and rivers in the Dyje River catchments in the same time. 

Another pressure low reached the central Europe after only about two and 
a half day without precipitation. The low was formed over the Atlantic Ocean 
and moved to the Mediterranean where it deepened and absorbed wet air. It 
continued then in northern direction to the central Europe where the 
pressure low center stop its movement. In comparison to the previous cyclone 
this ones trajectory was situated more to the north and therefore not only 
south part of Bohemia but nearly the whole area of the Czech Republic was 
affected by heavy precipitation. 

It rained over the Vltava River catchment from Sunday August 11th to 
Tuesday August 13th. Main precipitation field was formed into the shape of 
wide strip trough the Bohemia in north-south direction and did not move its 
position significantly during the whole period. Because of anticlockwise 
rotation of the wind in the cyclone the wet air flowed to Bohemia from the 
north. That caused strong windward effect on northern slopes of Czech 
mountains. It was very strong mainly in the Krusne hory Mts. (Ore Mts.) 
- German meteorological station (about 2 km from the Czech border) recorded 
312 mm of rainfall in 24 ours on 12th of August what is the highest daily 
precipitation amount ever recorded in Germany. Similarly in the highest 
parts of Jizerske hory Mts. automatic raingauge in Knajpa recorded daily 
amount of 278 mm on August 13th. So extreme rainfalls even they were 
spatially very limited caused "flashflood-like" response of the smaller stream 
in those areas. 

Strong windward effectvcaused increase of precipitation also on the north 
slope.;; of Krkonose Mts., Sumava Mts., Novohradske hory Mts., Brdy Hills 
and Ceskomoravska vrchovina Hills. 

Mostly from 80 to 200 mm of rainfall fell in the Vltava River catchment 
during the second precipitation period. It accorded to 200-300 % of the value 
of 100-year precipitation for three days period in the south part of the Vltava 
River catchment. 

The MAP (mean areal preCipitation) for the whole Vltava River catchment 
(27 039 km2) during the first precipitation period was 69.0 mm while during 
the second period it was 110.7 mm. All together from 6th to 13th of August 2002 
the MAP value was 184.1 mm. That represents the volume of water of 
4.98 km3 (1.87 km3 during the first precipitation period and 2.99 km3 during 
the second one; Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 - Precipitation volumes for selected catchments. Explanations: circle area 
corresponds to the volume of felled precipitation; light gray - P' precipitation period; dark 
gray - 2nd precipitation period. 

From the historical records we know about at least similar if not higher 
rainfall amounts in particular precipitation events in Bohemia. The crucial 
for the response of the rivers was the repeating of extreme precipitation in 
very short period of one week. The first precipitation fully saturated the most 
of the catchment the second one led to fast and high runoff. 

Hydrological characterization of flood 

In the response to two precipitation periods there were observed two peaks 
in hydrographs of the most of the rivers in the Vltava River catchment. 

The first precipitation event in August 2002 caused extreme flood in the 
catchment of MalSe River and in the Austrian part of the Dyje River 
catchment. Some minor flood occurred in the Luznice, Otava, upper Vltava 
and Berounka River catchments where in some particular profiles discharges 
reached levels of 1-20 years floods (on tributaries of the Otava River up to 50 
years flood). 

Malse River and Vltava River downstream Malse River inflow were the 
most affected. The peak flow return period was estimated to more than 500 
xears there. Smaller mountainous streams in Malse River catchment (as 
Cerna Brook) were the only streams where the peak flows of the first flood 
event were higher than the peaks of the second one. The flood wave was 
transformed downstream in Orlik reservoir on the Vltava River; therefore 
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Fig. 2 - Discharge hydrographs of selected river s and 
profiles; time on axis x, discharge (m3.s-1) on axis y. 

Table 1 - Peak flow characteristics for selected profiles. 

Profile River Date Water level 
[em] 

Roudne MaUie 8.8. 446 
Ceske Budejovice V1tava 8.8. 548 
Herman Blanice 8. 8. 272 
Roudne MalSe 13. 8. 465 
Ceske Budejovice V1tava 13. 8. 652 
Bechyne Luznice 16. 8. 640 
Herman Blanice 13. 8. 427 
Pisek Otava 13. 8. 880 
Lhota Radbuza 13. 8. 432 
Stenovice Uhlava 13. 8. 513 
Plzen Berounka 13.8. 799 
Koterov Uslava 13.8. 371 
Beroun Berounka 13.8. 796 
Prague V1tava 14. 8. 782 
Melnik Labe 15.8. 1066 
UsH nad Labem Labe 16. 8. 1196 
Podhradi Dyje 14. 8. 476 
Vranov Dyje 14. 8. 378 

there was no significant 
damage in Prague and 
central Bohemia. But the 
floodwater fulfilled the 
reservoirs before the 
second flood peak. 

Very steep and high 
rising limbs of hydrographs 
were typical for the second 
flood episode. The reason 
was already mentioned; it 
was the high saturation of 
the soil and catchment. 

Peak flows of south 
Bohemian rivers occurred 
mainly on August 13th . The 
return period of flood was 
generally bigger than 100 
years but in some cases it 
reached statistical values of 
more than 1 000 years. 
Table 1 lists values for main 
selected profiles while 
figure 2 shows the discharge 
hydrographs in main water 
gauges in Czech Republic. 

Discharge Return 
[m3.s-1] period 

[years] 

562 200-500 
888 500-1000 
191 50-100 
695 >1000 
1310 >1000 
666 500-1000 
443 >1000 
1180 500-1000 
360 200-500 
398 1000 
858 100-200 
459 >1000 
2170 500-1000 
5160 500 
5050 200-500 
4700 100-200 
343 200 
364 100 

Very important for flood protection activities in Prague was the 
development on the Vltava River dam cascade. The flood protection storage of 
the reservoirs there is sufficient for transforming the minor floods. Accordingly 
operation of the reservoirs fully transformed the first flood episode. Next 
extensive emptying of reservoirs provided approximately 118 mil. m3 of free 
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space what was the double of designed flood protection storage. But this 
storage was quickly filled and reservoirs became uncontrolled. Therefore the 
water level in all reservoirs of the dam cascade exceeded maximum designed 
levels and caused big damages at dams. Nevertheless there was no danger of 
dam collapse. The main role of the reservoirs was prolongation of the time for 
flood protection activities in Prague as a construction of flood protection wall 
and inhabitants evacuation. Later evaluation proved that Orllli reservoir 
delayed the peak flow by 18 hours and lowered the maximal discharge by 
800 m3.s-1 (about 20 %). Modeling of the flood also proved that effect of 
different operation and initial water level in reservoirs was neglectable. 

Luznice River - a tributary of Vltava River - flows trough flat floodplain 
with lot of ponds and small reservoirs. The greatest medieval pond Rozmberk 
stored about 60 mil. m3 of water. On the other hand river valleys of Otava 
River upper Vltava River and Berounka River catchments are generally 
narrow with no possibilities of larger inundation and flood transformation. 

Vltava River in Prague culminated (5 160 m3.s-1) on August 14th. First 
flood wave of the flood was very flat with maximum discharge of 1500 m3.s-1. 

During the second flood wave the city center on the right bank was protected 
by flood protection wall. But some other Prague quarters (Karlin, Holesovice, 
Kampa, Radotin etc.) were flooded and highly devastated. 

Prague water level time series starts in 1827 and since that time there was 
no higher water stage or discharge recorded than the August 2002 flood 
(Fig. 3). Flood marks in the city center enable the comparison to major 
historical floods (1784, 1845 and 1890). Maximum water level of 2002 flood 
was 55 cm higher than 1784 level, 75 cm higher than 1845 level and 
120-140 cm higher than 1890 level. Because of hydraulic condition of the 
valley and may be some change in that the level difference between 1890 and 
2002 levels reached up to 300 cm in Karlin. 

There was no comparable flood in last two centuries. From historical 
chronicles we know that the last comparable or possibly greater flood flooded 
Prague in summer 1432. Another fact visible from figure 3 is that there was 
nearly no significant flood in twentieth century and especially since forties . 
That affected the historical memory of Prague's inhabitants as well as the 
lack of experience of hydrologists and the lack of suitable flood data available 
for calibration of the hydrological forecasting system. 
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Fig. 3 - Time series of floods ofV1tava River at Prague; time on axis x, discharge (m3.s-1) on 
axis y. 
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Vltava River inflows the Labe (Elbe) River about 50 km downstream from 
Prague. Area of the confluence and Labe River flood plain in the central 
Bohemia is very flat and provides great inundation storage. Therefore, in 
spite of another tributaries, the peak flow discharge decreased from Prague to 
Usti nad Labem where Labe (Elbe) River culminated with discharge of 
4 700 m 3.s-1 on 16th of August. 

Hydrological and meteorological forecasts 

Meteorological and hydrological forecast is under the responsibility of the 
Czech Hydrometeorological Institute (CHMl) in the Czech Republic. For this 
purpose there is Central Forecasting Office (CFO) in Prague and six Regional 
Forecasting Offices (RFOs). Every forecasting office has meteorological and 
hydrological part. 

For meteorological forecasting the actual data (from satellites, radars, 
ground meteorological stations, vertical profiles) and meteorological model 
outputs are used. The main sources for quantitative precipitation forecast 
(QPF) are local models of German weather service (DWD) and model ALADIN 
computed in the CHMI. 

QPF forecast for the first precipitation period wasn't successful because of 
underestimation of expected precipitation by meteorological model. Therefore 
the forecast was about 30 mm in the mountainous areas in the south Bohemia 
for 6th and 7th of August while measured precipitation exceeded 100 mm on 
some stations in both days. On the other hand the QPF forecast for the second 
precipitation period was quite accurate as shown in figure 4. Meteorologist 
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Fig. 4 - Three variants of quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF) of 6 hours amounts for 
Sand SW Bohemia compare to observed precipitation. QPFmax (light gray) - maximal 
variant, QPFmid (middle gray) - middle variant, QPFmin (dark gray)- minimal variant. 
Time in 6 hours time step (ddmmhh) on axis x, precipitation (mm) on axis y. 
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prepared three possible variants of QPF that was used accordingly to count 
three variants of hydrological forecast. 

CFO is responsible for the issuing of warnings and alerts for the dangerous 
hydrometeorological situations. All together 7 warnings and 14 alerts (most of 
them for heavy precipitation and floods) were issued during August 2002. 
Hydrological forecasting office of CFO issued 70 information reports on the flood 
recent and expected development during both flood episodes. All the reports 
were distributed using the standard risk management lines and directly send to 
some another institutions (f.e. Czech Government, Crisis Managements of Czech 
Republic and some districts, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Environment, 
Czech TV, Czech Radio Broadcasting, Czech Press Agency, River Authorities 
etc.). All the reports were published on CHMI web for public. 

Hydrological forecast is made using two methods in the Labe (Elbe) River 
catchment. The first one is daily (morning) manual method of according 
discharges and travel times. The method uses measured discharge data in the 
upstream profiles and rating curves. Hydrologist based on the precipitation 
and his experience estimates the inflow from the area between gauging 
profiles. The disadvantage of this method is the relatively short lead-time of 
the forecast - only from 6 to 24 hours in the condition of Czech part of the Labe 
(Elbe) River catchment - and it could be used only for few forecasting profiles. 

To provide longer lead-time of the hydrological forecast is necessary to use 
rainfall-runoff modeling. Therefore the hydrological forecasting system 
AquaLog for Labe (Elbe) River catchment with Sacramento rainfall-runoff 
model is used to produce continuous forecast with lead-time of 48 hours. The 
advantage of the model is also the possibility of forecasting smaller 
catchments and streams and the possibility of multiple runs using different 
variants of QPF. Every CHMI regional office operates its competent part of 
the system. 

Hydrological forecasting faces many difficulties during extreme floods. 
Missing input data from flooded or destroyed gauges, the uncertainty of 
rating curves for high water stages and its wrong extrapolation and time 
stress are the most important. Another uncertainty of the hydrological 
forecast was caused by the QPF uncertainty. Even the QPF of the total 
amount of the second precipitation period was generally very good the 
difference in the temporal and spatial distribution of precipitation could affect 
the result of the hydrological modeling very significantly. 

Crucial hydrological model forecast was made on Sunday - August 11th. It 
was based on the three variants of expected QPF prepared by meteorologists 
and was the first signal of the extreme hydrological response of the streams 
in south and west Bohemia. According to this forecast the warning for the 
possibility of exceeding of the 100 years return period flood for the Orlik 
reservoir inflow was issued. Next morning (August 12th) this scenario was 
confirmed. Results of operational forecast of the Orllli reservoir inflow are 
displayed in figure 5. 

Specific problems have appeared trough the Vltava River in Prague stage and 
discharge forecasting process in August 2002. The result of this forecast is 
absolutely dependent on the quality of the discharge forecast of Berounka River 
in Beroun (produce by RFO in Plzeii) and the accuracy and lead-time of the 
Vltava River Dam Cascade outflow schedule (provide by the Vltava River 
Authority). Both of these inputs were highly uncertain. Therefore only a short 
lead-time estimation of water stages of Vltava River in Prague should be made. 
The estimation of the peak flow stage was underestimated at the beginning but 
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Fig. 5 - Hydrological forecasts 
(black) based on QPF for Orlik 
Reservoir inflow compared to 
later evaluated inflow (gray). 
Not correct QPF affect the 
hydrological forecast of the first 
flood episode. Uncertainty of 
hydrological forecast according 
to QPF scenarios (see fig. 4) 
during the second flood episode 
is documented by two variants 
QPFmax (circle line) and 
QPFmin (crossed line). Time on 
axis x, discharge (m3.s-1) on 
axis y. 

was elaborated later on. 
Water stages and discharges 
of Labe (Elbe) River in 
Melnik and Usti nad Labem 
were forecasted very 

accurately with the lead time of first forecast of the peak flow more than 2,5 day 
before it occurred. 

Conclusion 

Results of the after flood evaluation proved that flood in August 2002 was 
an extreme event in the meaning of precipitation amounts as well as in the 
meaning of peak flow discharges in the rivers. Most important was occurrence 
of two consecutive cyclones bringing extreme precipitation to the same area 
- the Vltava River catchment - within one .week. Highest rainfall amounts 
were recorded in Novohradske hory Mts. and Sumava Mts. Totally about 5 km3 

of water fell on the Vltava River catchment in both precipitation episodes . 
Flood in the streams had two flood peaks according to precipitation 

episodes from which mostly the second one was higher. First flood episode 
affected mainly MalSe River, where return period of the peak flow reached 
values of 500 years. Second flood episode affected the most of the Vltava 
River catchment with peak flows return periods of 100 to 1 000 year. 

In comparison to historical floods in Prague the 2002 flood was the biggest 
flood from those reliable documented and its return period was estimated as 
500 years. But the extremity of flood decreased downstream from Prague and 
on the Labe (Elbe) River. 

Hydrological forecasting is very difficult during extreme floods because of 
input data missing and its uncertainty. Nevertheless the issued forecasts had 
mostly good quality and were useful in flood protection management. 
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Shrnuti 

SRPNOvE POVODNE ROKU 2002 V CESKU: METEOROLOGICKE piUCINY 
A HYDROLOGICKE ODPOvEDI 

Povodeii v srpnu 2002 byla zpusobena dvemi epizodami extremnich srazek. Prvni z nich 
spojena s tlakovou nizi, ktera se ze Sti'edozemi pi'esunula na severorychod, a zasahla pi'e
devsim Novohradske hory. Zde doslo k rozvodneni toku v povodi Malse (az 500lere povod
ne), nasledne Vltavy a rakouske Dyje. Povodeii byla zachycena naddemi Vltavske kaskady 
ana dolnim toku Vltavy tak nezpusobila prakticky zadne skody. Hlavnim faktorem pro dal
si vYvoj povodne ale bylo nasyceni prakticky celeho povodi Vltavy srazkami prvni epizody. 

V kratkem odstupu doslo k postupu dalsi tlakove nize do sti'edni Evropy a k dlouhodo
bemu setrvani s ni spojeneho srazkoveho pasu nad Cechami. Silne srazky zasahly cele po
voru Labe s nejvyssimu Uhrny na navetff severnich svahu zejmena v Krusnych a Jizerskych 
horach a na Sumave. Vzhledem k pi'edchozimu nasyceni vyvolaly tyto srazky extremni po
vodne na nap.Toste vetsine toku v povoru Vltavy. 

V jiznich Cechach vypadle srazkove lihrny dosahly celkove za obe epizody v extremech 
az 400-450 mm. Pi'itom na povodi Vltavy celkove vypadlo okolo 5 km3 vody, ktere zpusobi
ly povodne s dobou opakovani 100 az 1 000 let. Vltavska kaskada povodeii mohla transfor
movat pouze castecne a v Praze tak byla povodeii hodnocena jako 5001eta. Pi'itom pi'ekona
lJi vsechny historicky dochovane povodiiove znacky. Nasledne mohutpe rozlivy ve sti'ednich 
Cechach pak mely za nasledek zplosteni povodiiove vlny, tak ze v Usti byla povodeii hod
nocena jiz jen jako 1001eta. 

Pi'edpovedi srazek v probehu prvni vlny nebyly lispesne, naopak druha srazkova epizo
da byla pi'edpovedena velmi pi'esne. Hydrologicke pi'edpovedi narazely na komplikace zpu
sobene vypadky vstupnich dat a jejich nejistotou, pi'esto vetsinou mely dobrou kvalitu a by
ly uzitecnou informaei pro protipovodiiova opati'eni. 

Obr. 1 - Srazkove objemy vypadle na vybrana povodi. Plocha kruhu odpovida celkove vy
padlemu objemu srazek; svetle sede srazky prvni epizody, tmave sede srazky dru
M epizody. 

Obr. 2 - Hydrogramy protoku ve vybranych toeich a profilech; na ose x zobrazen cas, na 
ose y protok v m3.s-1• 

Obr. 3 - Historicky i'ada povodni na Vltave v Praze; na ose x zobrazen cas, na ose y protok 
v m3.s-1• 

Obr. 4 - Ti'i varianty pi'edpovedi srazek (QPF) pro jizni a jihozapadni Cechy v sestihodi
novem intervalu a porovnani s pozorovanymi srazkami. QPFmax (svetle seda) 
- maximalni varianta pi'edpovedi, QPFmid (sti'edne seda) - sti'edni varianta, 
QPFmin (tmave sed a) - minimalni varianta. Osa x - cas v sestihodinovem kroku 
(ddmmhh), osa y - srazky (mm). 

Obr. 5 - Operativni hydrologicke pi'edpovedi (cerne) pi'itoku do nadrze Orlik na zaklade 
pi'edpovedi srazek a porovnani s vyhodnocenym pi'itokem (sede). Nepi'esna pi'ed
poved' srazek pro prvni povodiiovou epizodu ovlivnila lispesnost hydrologicke 
pi'edpovedi. Zavislost nejistoty hydrologicke pi'edpovedi na variantnich pi'edpove
dich srazek (viz obr. 4) druM povodnove epizody je dokumentovana dvemi pi'ed
poved'mi QPFmax (krouzkovana cara) a QPFmin (kffzkovana cara). N a ose x je zo
brazen cas a na ose y protok v m3.s-1• 

(Aut!wr is with Czech Hydrometeorological Institute, Central Forecasting Office, 
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